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One of a kind Children’s Action Adventure Books
Fishing for Bananas is the first of six books in the Banana Chronicles series. The colorful island
life of Mon-Ki Key is depicted through tales of fishing and surfing, a treasure, a Big Idea and most
importantly, a fantastic storm that changes everything.
The vibrant blending of tales and dazzling illustrations portray the positive interactions of the islands
whimsical characters. In Mon-Ki Key’s lively market place, Monkey trades his daily catch for a variety of
things: roof thatch, food for his pet bird and... Bananas!
Readers of all ages will appreciate the values and experiences introduced through Monkey’s adventures,
creating an excitement for adventure through a nice balance of fairness, ethics and social responsibility.
We’ve selected Fishing for Bananas as the platform for introducing the Banana Chronicles series. Unparalleled illustrations and ever-present vibrant tropical atmosphere will lead our readers of all ages to
feel like they are actually on the island of Mon-Ki Key and ready for adventure.






100% original characters, stories, and illustrations.
Monkey was derived from twenty five new illustrations and blended to fit the confident,
hardworking, and unique character that you and your children will grow to love.
Mon-Ki Key’s diverse community promotes social acceptance and awareness with an emphasis on
upstanding character and ethics
Banana Chronicles started with five talented illustrators from four different continents tasked
with creating what would become the island of Mon-Ki Key.
The decision to write Banana Chronicles was made during a bedtime story on a tropical fishing trip.
Immediately after the story Brower’s daughter told him that she could see the every detail in color
when Monkey was using his tail, feet, and hands to catch fish faster than any ten men.
(more)
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Timothy Brower is an avid adventurer who has lived and worked in such places as Asia, Africa, Australia
and South America. Through these adventures Brower has collected tales and experiences that have
played an integral part in creating the Banana Chronicles series.

ORDERING INFORMATION: “FISHING FOR BANANAS” Children’s Picture Book by Timothy Brower
32 pages, 11” x 8.5” is available from Fast Turtle Publishing: 1312 17th St. Floor 107, Phone: (303) 5477538, www.fastturtlepublishing.com, for 21.95 for hardbound edition, plus $5.50 shipping and handling
or use promo code “Monkey” for free shipping and handling.

ISBN (Hardbound): 978-0-9909557-0-2
LCCN: 2014921680
Price (Hardbound): 21.95
32 PAGES, page 11” x 8.5” multi-color cover / jacket
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